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MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

LEONARD DAVIS, District Judge.

*1 Before the Court is Red Hat, Inc. and Novell's (collec-
tively "Defendants") Motion for Partial Summary Judg-
ment on the issues of indefiniteness (Docket No. 78). Af-
ter considering the briefing and oral argument, the Court
DENIES Defendants' motion for summary judgment for
the reasons explained below. This opinion also construes
the disputed terms in U.S. Patent Nos. 5.072.412 (the

"'412 patent"), 5.394.521 (lhe "'527 patent"\, and
5.533,183 (the "'183 patent").

BACKGROUND

The '412,'521, and'183 patents are similarly entitled
"User Interface V/ith Multiple Vy'orkspaces For Sharing
Display System Objects." The patents generally describe
a computer based graphical user interface that spans
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across multiple workspaces. Within a workspace is a col-
lection of display objects, called "tools," that have visu-
ally distinguishable features (e.g., icons or windows). The
display objects can be shared between workspaces. When
a user switches between workspaces to perform different
tasks, the display objects or tools that are coÍrmon among
the workspaces are displayed in the new workspace. The
patents are based on the same disclosure and share a

specification. On September 9,2007 IP Innovation, LLC
and Technology Licensing Corporation (collectively
"IPI") filed this action against Defendants alleging in-
fringement of the three patents. The pafies now seek con-
struction of disputed claim terms.

APPLICABLE LAW

"It is a 'bedrock principle' of patent law that 'the claims
of a patent defure the invention to which the patentee is

entitled the right to exclude.' " Phillips v. AWH Corp..
415 F.3d 1303. 1312 (Fed.Cir.2005) (en banc) (quoting
Innova/Pure Water Inc. v. Sqfqri Wqter Filtration Svs.,

/nc.. 381 F.3d llll. 1l15 ßed.Cir.2004)). In claim con-
struction, courts examine the patent's intrinsic evidence to
defure the patented invention's scope. See id.; C.R. Bard,
Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp.. 388 F.3d 858. 867
(Fed.Cir.2004); Bell Atl. Network Servs.. Inc. v. Covad
Commc'ns Grou
(Fed.Cir.200l). This intrinsic evidence includes the
claims themselves, the specification, and the prosecution
history. See Phillios. 415 F.3d at 1314: C.R. Bard. Inc.,
388 F.3d at 861. Courts give claim terms their ordinary
and accustomed meaning as understood by one of ordi-
nary skill in the art at the time of the invention in the con-
text of the entire patent. Phillips. 415 F3d at l3l2-13:
Alloc, Inc. v. Int'l Trade Comm'n. 342 F.3d 1361. 1368
(Fed.Cir.2003).

The claims themselves provide substantial guidance in
determining the meaning of particular claim terms.
Phillips. 415 F.3d at 1314. First, a term's context in the
asserted claim can be very instructive. Id. Other asserted
or unasserted claims can also aid in determining the
claim's meaning because claim terms are typically used
consistently throughout the patent. 1d Differences among
the claim terms can also assist in understanding a term's
meaning. Id. For example, when a dependent claim adds a
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limitation to an independent claim, it is presumed that the
independent claim does not include the limitation. Id. at
l3 l4-15.

*2 "[C]laims 'must be read in view of the specification, of
which they are a part.' " 1d. (quoting Mqrkman v. West-

view Instruments, Inc.. 52 F.3d 967.979 (Fed.Cir.7995\
(en banc)). "[T]he specification 'is always highly relevant
to the claim construction analysis. Usually, it is disposi-
tive; it is the single best guide to the meaning of a dis-
puted term.' " 1d. (quoting Vitronics Corp. v. Concep-
tronic. Inc.. 90 F.3d 1576. 1582 (Fed.Cir.1996\); Telellex.
Inc. v. Ficosa N. Am. Corp., 299 F.3d 1313. 1325
(Fed.Cir.2002). This is true because a patentee may define
his own terms, give a claim term a different meaning than
the term would otherwise possess, or disclaim or disavow
the claim scope. Phillips. 415 F.3d at 1316. In these situa-
tions, the inventor's lexicography governs. 1d Also, the
specification may resolve ambiguous claim terms "where
the ordinary and accustomed meaning of the words used
in the claims lack sufficient clarþ to permit the scope of
the claim to be ascertained from the words alone."
Teleflex. Inc., 299 F.3d at 1325. But, " '[a]lthough the
specification may aid the court in interpreting the mean-
ing of disputed claim language, particular embodiments
and examples appearing in the specif,tcation will not gen-
erally be read into the claims.' " Comqrk Commc'ns. Inc.
v. Harris Corp., 156 F.3d 1182. 1181 ßed.Ctr.I999\
(quoting Constant v. Advanced Micro-Devices, Inc.. 848
F.2d 1560. 1571 (Fed.Cir.1988)); see also Phillios, 4I5
F.3d at 1323. The prosecution history is another tool to
supply the proper context for claim construction because a

patent applicant may also define a term in prosecuting the
patent. Home Diagnostics. Inc.. v. Lifescan. Inc.. 387 F.3d
1352. 1356 (Fed.Cir.2004) ("As in the case of the specifi-
cation, a patent applicant may define a term in prosecut-
ing a patent.").

Although extrinsic evidence can be useful, it is " 'less
significant than the intrinsic record in determining the
legally operative meaning of claim language.' " Phillips.
415 F.3d at l3l7 (quoting C.R. Bard. Inc.. 388 F.3d at
862). Technical dictionaries and treatises may help a court
understand the underlying technology and the manner in
which one skilled in the art might use claim terms, but
tech¡rical dictionaries and treatises may provide defini-
tions that are too broad or may not be indicative of how
the term is used in the patent.Id. at 1318. Similarly, ex-
pert testimony may aid a court in understanding the un-
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derlying technology and determining the particular mean-
ing of a term in the pertinent field, but an expert's conclu-
sory, unsupported assertions as to a term's definition is
entirely unhelpful to a court. ,Id. Generally, extrinsic evi-
dence is "less reliable than the patent and its prosecution

history in determining how to read claim terms." Id.

The patents in suit also contain means-plus-function limi-
tations that require construction. Where a claim limitation
is expressed in "means plus function" language and does

not recite definite structure in support of its frrnction, the
limitation is subject to 35 U.S.C. ô 112,I6. Braun Med.,

Inc. v. Abbott Labs.. 124 F.3d 1419. 1424 (.Fed.Cir.l997).

In relevant part, 35 U.S.C. ô 112, !f 6 mandates that "such
a claim limitation 'be construed to cover the correspond-
ing structure ... described in the specification and equiva-
lents thereof.' " Id. (citing 35 U.S.C. $ 112, tf 6). Accord-
ingly, when faced with means-plus-function limitations,
courts "must turn to the written description of the patent

to furd the structure that corresponds to the means recited
in the flimitations]." 1d.

*3 Construing a mearis-plus-function limitation involves
multiple inquiries. "The first step in construing [a means-
plus-functionl limitation is a determination of the function
of the means-plus-function limitation." Medtronic. Inc.
v. Advanced Cardiovascular Sys.. Inc., 248 F.3d 1303.
13ll Ged.Cir.200l). Once a court has determined the
limitation's function, "the next step is to determine the
corresponding structure disclosed in the specification and
equivalents thereof." 1d. A "structure disclosed in the
specification is 'corresponding' structure only if the
specification or prosecution history clearly links or asso-

ciates that structure to the function recited in the claim."
1d. Moreover, the focus of the "corresponding structure"
inquiry is not merely whether a structure is capable of
performing the recited function, but rather whether the
corresponding structure is "clearly linked or associated
with the [recited] function." 1d.

APPLICATION

"øppears to the user to be the same tool," "perceptible as

the ssme tooUdßpløy object," & "not ìncluding a dßplay
object that is perceptÍble as the same tool"

The term "appears to the user to be the same tool" appears

in claims 9 and l0 of the'412 patent. The term "percepti-
ble as the same display object" appears in independent
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claim 8 of the'412 patent, and the term "perceptible as the
same tool" appears in claims 1,24,38,44,49-52,56, and
59 of the ' 412 Þalent, claims I and 8 of the '521 patent,
and claims l, 3, and 12 of the'183 patent.N Claim 19 of
fhe'412 patent contains the related term "not including a

display object that is perceptible as the same tool." The
parties agree that the term needs no further construction
beyond defining "perceptible as the same tool." The par-
ties have agreed on the defuritions for "tool" and "display
object." Therefore, the true terms in contention are "per-
ceptible as" and "appears to the user to be the same." IPI
argues that these terms as a whole should be defined as

"requiring the phenomenon of object constancy, under
which two successively displayed objects are perceived as

the same tooVdisplay object, even if the objects have
some different positions, sizes, and contexts. Object con-
stancy can result from many cues including similarities of
position, size, context, contents, Iabels, text, and/or his-
tory." Defendants respond that the terms mean "generated
to achieve object constancy such that changes made to
shared features of a tool appearing in one workspace, e.g.

content, data, etc. are reflected in features oftools in other
workspaces."

FN L For ease of reference these terms will col-
lectively be referred to as the "appearing" terms.

IPI's construction is taken directly from the specification
describing Figures la and lb. Those Figures show two
different windows containing different objects, and the
specification explains that the Figures "illustrate the phe-
nomenon of object constancy." '412 Patent at l0:31-3 l.
Some of the objects in the two f,rgures "appear to be the
same object despite having different characteristics." 1d.

at 10;35-36. As IPI's proffered definition suggests, the
specification gives examples of various characteristics
that may be different while maintaining object constancy.
Id. af 10:36-37 ("postitions, sizes, and contexts"). As an

additional example, the specification explains that
"[o]ther shared features which can result in object con-
stancy include sharing ofan application, such as an editor;
sharing of data; sharing of the state of the application as

applied to the data; sharing of a history of continuous
operation without intemrption." Id. at 10:43-47.

*4 However, while "object constancy" serves as a guide
for defining these terms, the claim terms themselves are

phrased as a matter of "perception" by "the user." Be-
cause of this phrasing, Defendants' proposed construction
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must be rejected. Defendants attempt to define how a
computer might achieve object constancy rather than in
terms of what perceptible features result in object con-
stancy. Their inclusion of the word "generated" is unsup-
ported by the specification. Though Defendants opine that
a "display system object" may "generate" the same tool in
multiple workspaces, this portion of the specification has

nothing to do with what is perceived by a user. See id. at
8:22-45. Thus, these claim terms do not require, as De-
fendants argue, that a tooVdisplay object be generated or
stored in a certain way. Adding such a limitation to the
definition of the "appearing" terms would improperly
limit the claims. Further, while the specification describes
that object constancy is achieved through "shared fea-
tures," Defendants' construction seems to suggest that
features must share a data structure to meet the limitation.
Nothing in the specification's description of object con-
stancy requires tools/objects to share a data structure. The
claim terms only speak to the "appearance" of objects in
two workspaces and not how the data structures compris-
ing tools/display objects are organized.

One skilled in the art would understand that the "appear-
ing" terms refer to object constancy as described by IPL
However, as "object constancy" itself is a specialized
term, to include it in the definition of the disputed terms
would not assist the jury. But, as described above, the
essential characteristic of object constancy is recognition,
by the user, of a tooVdisplay object despite some different
characteristics. Accordingly, the "appearing" terms mean

"recognized as the same tool [display object], even if the
objects have some different display characteristics, in-
cluding different positions, sizes, and contexts."

Thus, the term "not including a display object that is per-

ceptible as the same tool" means "not including a display
object that is recognized as the same display object, even

ifthe objects have some different display characteristics,
including different positions, sizes, and contexts."

"display"

The term "display" is used in claims 1,21,24,38,44,49,
56, and 59 of the '472 patent, claims 1 and 8 of the '5 12

patent, andclaims 1,3, and 12 of the'183 patent. IPI de-

fines the term as "an image that includes a collection of
display objects together with spatial display relations be-
tween them." Defendants suggest that the term means

"device that can be attached to a computer in order pre-
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sent images." The parties agree that the term should have
the same definition in all three patents. The principal dis-
pute is whether "display" refers to an "image" or a "de-
vice."

The patents' claims contain conclusive evidence that the
term "display" refers to a physical device. Most notably,
claim I ofthe'183 patent calls for "a data processor that
receives input signals from the user input device and pro-
vides output signals to the display; the output signals
causing the display to present images that include display
objects." '183 Patent ai 43:62-65. An "image" cannot
"present images" nor can it receive "ouþut signals."

*5 Nevertheless, IPI argues that a "display" is akin to a
visual representation of a workspace that, in turn, can

contain other "displays." IPI justifies this theory by point-
ing to Figure 5, element 100, which shows essentially a

desktop filled with different workspaces. See'412 Patenl
at Figure 5; 6:39-40. Further, there are instances within
the specification that use the word "display" to mean an

image. See'412 Patent at 30:36-52 ("the implementation
ofexit workspace procedure 204 described above updates
the workspace data structure to include data necessary for
regenerating substantially the same display at a later
time"). IPI suggests that this usage evidences the pat-
entee's overall intention to use "display" consistently
throughout the claims as meaning an "image."

The patents' various usages of the word "display" does

not support this conclusion. First, the specification con-
fusingly uses the word "display" as a noun, an adjective,
and a verb. In addition, the word "display" is combined
with other words to create a variety of different special-
ized terms such as "display system object," "display ob-
ject," and "workspace display." Given the wide and vary-
ing uses of the term, the patentee clearly had no intention
of using the term "display" consistently throughout the
specification. As noted, the claims themselves do not sup-
port IPI's defurition. Accordingly, consistent with the us-
age of "display" in the claims, the Court defures the term
as a "device that can be affached to a computer in order to
present images."

"input device" & "inpul means"

Claims l, 3, and 12 of the'183 patent contain the term
"user input device for receiving signals from a user" and
claims 21, 24, 56, and 59 of the '412 patent contain the
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term "input means for receiving signals from a user." IPI
suggests that the term "input device" means "a keyboard,
mouse, or other pointer control device," and Defendants
argue the term is restricted to a "mouse or keyboard." IPI
further contends that "input means" should be construed
the same as "input device," while Defendants urge that
the term is a means-plus-function limitation with a func-
tion of "receiving signals from a user" and a structure
consisting of a "mouse or keyboard, and thei¡ equiva-
lents."

IPI first contends that "input" connotes sufficient struc-
ture to remove the term "input means" from 35 U.S.C. Q

112 n 6. Essentially, IPI argues that since the phrase "in-
put signals for receiving signals from a user" is under-
stood by one skilled in the art, that the related phrase "in-
put means for receiving signals from a uset'' should be

construed similarly.

There is a presumption that terms containing the word
"means" are governed by I I 12 \ 6. TriMed. Inc. v.

Stryker Corp.. 514 F.3d 1256. 1259 (Fed.Ctr.2008\. Wl
provides no intrinsic evidence overcoming this presump-

tion. The simple factthat the patentee included a similar
phrase in a different patent does not constitute evidence of
inherent structure. Additionally, as Defendants note, IPI's
reliance on Verizon California Inc. v. Ronald A. Katz
Technology Licensing. L.P. is misplaced. See 326
F.Supp.2d 1060. 1086-87 (C.D.Ca1.2003). There, the par-

ties agreed that the term "digital input means" was not
governed by ô 1 12 fl 6 and the court was not clearly pre-

sented with the issue disputed here. There is nothing in
the claims or the specification to suggest that "input
means for receiving signals from a user" inherently dis-
closes sufficient structure to remove it from e 112 tl 6.

Thus, the Court construes the term under ô I 12 !f 6.

*6 The parties further disagree over whether the definition
of an "input means" and "input device," should include
"other pointer control devices." In addition to a keyboard
and a mouse, the specification clearly discloses "other
pointer control devices" as a way that a user interacts with
the computer. See'412 Patent at l:23-28;34:38-41. De-
fendants' only argument for excising this phrase from the
definition of the disputed terms is that the scope of the
phrase is already captured by I I 12 fl 6 equivalence.N
However, the applicability of { lt2 f 6 requires that a

means-plus-function term be given the full scope of the
structure described in the specification. 35 U.S.C. $ 112 f
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6 ("such claim shall be construed to cover the correspond-
ing structure, material, or acts described in the specifica-
tion"). In addition, principals ofclaim construction gener-
ally require courts to give effect to the full scope of the
invention described in the specification. Home Diqgnos-
tics. Inc. v. LifeScan. Inc.. 381 F.3d 1352. 1357
(Fed.Cir.2004). Accordingly, "input means" is governed
by Q 112 tf 6 with a function of "receiving signals from a

user" and a structure of "a keyboard, mouse, or other
pointer control device, and their equivalents." The term
"input device" is defmed as "a keyboard, a mouse, or
other pointer control device ."

FN2. Defendants' briefing discusses that the
scope of "other pointer control devices" is cap-
tured by the doctrine of equivalents. However, as

the doctrine of equivalents pertains to the issue
of direct infringement, the Court assumes that
Defendants are referring to $ I 12 tf 6 equiva-
lence.

"workspace datu" & "workspace døta structure"

Claims l, 24, 38, and 44 of the'412 patent and claim I of
the '521 patent contain the term "workspace data struc-
ture," and claim 8 of the '521 patent contains the term
"workspace data." The parties agree on the definition of
"workspace" and "data structure." Rather, the dispute
surrounds whether "workspace data" and'owork space

data structure" requfue a "one-to-one relationship" be-
tween a data structure and a particular workspace. Defen-
dants urge that the terms require a single corresponding
data structure for every workspace. IPI contends that the
claims do not require such a "one-to-one relationship."

There is no question that the specification refers to spe-

cific embodiments of the invention with a one-to-one rela-
tionship between a data structure and a workspace. ,See

'412 Patent at Fig. I (disclosing a particular data structure
for each workspace, e.g., workspace A, workspace B,
workspace C). However, nothing in the patent's specifica-
tion disclaims the possibilþ that a single data structure
can contain multiple workspaces. See Conoco. Inc. v. En-
erg & Envtl. Int'l L. C.. 460 F.3d 1349" 1357
(Fed.Cir.2006) (holding that patentee must clearly dis-
claim the scope of otherwise broad claim language). In
fact, the claim language itself supports IPI's position that
the terms do not inherently contain a one-to-one restric-
tion. For example claim I of the '5 12 patent requires "fust
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and second workspace data structures relating respec-

tively to first and second workspaces." '512 Patent at.

45:62-63. As claim I specifically calls for a "respective"
relationship between a workspace and a workspace data
structure, the term "workspace data structure" does not
inherently embody such a relationship.

*7 Defendants also argue that a co-inventor, Stuart Card,
has testified to an inherent one-to-one relationship. tn
fact, the portion of Mr. Card's deposition that Defendants
provided does not squarely address the issue of a one on
one relationship. Mr. Card simply agrees that "there are

data structures associated with each particular workspace"
and not that each workspace only had one data structure
associated with it. See Card Depo. Tr., Docket No. 79,8x.
D at 120:16-19. There is no evidence that the specifica-
tion or the claims necessarily tethers a "workspace data
structure" to one and only one workspace. As a result, IPI
is correct, and the terms "workspace data structure" and

"workspace data" do not require definition beyond what
has already been agreed to by the parties.

"control megns"

Claims l, 38, 49, and 56 of the '412 patent each contain
slightly different "control means" limitations. The parties
agree that the various limitations are subject to $ 112'tl6
and that the function of each of the terms is set forth in
the claim language. Generally, the various functions per-
formed by the control means limitations are: 1) accessing

workspace data structures to cause the display to present
the workspace; 2) accessing linking data structures to
cause the display to present the workspace; 3) accessing

display characteristic data while accessing linking data

strictures to cause the display to present the display ob-
ject; 4) responding to the signal requesting a switch from
f,ust workspace to second workspace by causing the dis-
play to cease presenting the first workspace and to begin
presenting the second workspace; 5) causing a display to
present a set of display objects; and 6) responding to the
switch request signal by storing data indicating display
characteristics of the display object before causing the
display to cease presenting that set ofdisplay objects. The
principal dispute surrounds what the specification dis-
closes as the corresponding structure. IPI urges that the
corresponding structure for all the "control means" limita-
tions "is a pop up menu and its associated boxes and/or
icons and their equivalents." Defendants urge that "con-
trol means" is govemed by IV'MS Gaming. Inc. v. Interna-
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tional Game TechnologJ). and thus mustbe an alsoritlwl
184 F.3d 1339. 1349 (Fed.Cir.l999). Thus, Defendants'
proposed structures reference box-diagrams and pseudo-
code describing various processes within the invention.
However, as Defendants concede, none of the referenced
diagrams are specifically directed at describing a "control
means." Thus, the parties raise two issues. First, whether
WMS Gaming requires that "control means" have an algo-
rithmic structure. Second, if so, whether Defendants' pro-
posed structure suff,rciently corresponds to a "control
means."

For the purposes of discussion, claim I of the'412 patent
calls for a "control means for accessing the first work-
space data structure to cause the display to present the
first workspace including the fust display object; the con-
trol means further being for accessing the second work-
space data structure to cause the display to present the
second workspace including the second display object."
The specification describes this feature of the invention
by describing the user's interaction with icons and pop-up
menus within the computer program. For example, when
describing Figures la and lb, the specif,rcation explains
that "[p]ointer l8 is currently pointing at door icon 16,

and if the user provides a select signal at this time, door
icon 16 will be selected as a unit, without regard to the
position of pointer 18 within the icon. The user may then
invoke a door opening operation, causing workspace dis-
play 10 to disappear and workspace display 20 to appear,

as shown in FIG. lB." '412 Patent at 9:67-10:5. The
specification further provides that "access to any other
workspace can be provided by a pop-up menu with a list
of all existing workspace names." Id. at 15:8-10.

*8 Figure 4 further shows a box-diagram for the process

that a computer program executes when entering a work-
space. When referring to that drawing, the specification
provides:

In box 80, the workspace's data structure is accessed us-
ing an identifier of that workspace. The workspace
identifier may result from a user signal to enter that
worl<space. Upon accessing the workspace's data struc-
ture, its entry procedures qre performed in box 82.
Those procedures may include providing a way to re-
turn to the previous workspace and storing this work-
space's identifrer in a location indicating it is the current
workspace. In box 84, the system retrieves the data
about display objects in this workspace from the place-
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ments associated with this workspace's data structure.
The linked display objects are then made visible in ac-

cordance with that data in box 86, which includes mov-
ing them from the hiding place to a location within the
display. At this point, the system is ready to receive fur-
ther user inputs.

'4l2Patent 14:42-57 (emphasis added). As described, the
computer process for accessing occurs after, and in re-
sponse to, the user's interaction with a "control means for
accessing." Thus, the specification describes that the
structure for a "control means for access-

inglresponding/causing" is something contained within
the executable program code that a user directly interacts
with that results in the described flmction.

In contrast, Defendants' proposed structure for all the
"control means" limitations is "procedures and data in the
display system as shown in Figs. 2-4 and 6-22, as speci-
fied, including the accompanying textual descriptions in
the specifrcation, and Table I (at col. 2l)." While the fig-
ures and descriptions generally explain how a program
might access or accomplish various tasks initiated by the
user, the Figures do not describe what "control means"
the user may interact with in order to initiate these proc-
esses. Further, the "structure" identified by Defendants
encompasses far more than is encompassed by the "con-
trol means" limitation. For instance, Figure 2 describes
the data structure required for implementing the inven-
tion, rather than any part of the control means. See '412
Patent at 12:14-16.

Defendants' overly broad structure is a result of their
struggle to find an "algorithm" as described by WMS
Gaming. ltMS Gaming requires an algorithm "[i]n a

means-plus-function claim in which the disclosed struc-
ture is a computer, or a microprocessor." 184 F.3d at
1349. This is because "[a] general purpose computer, or
microprocessor, programmed to carry out an algorithm
creates a new machine, because a general purpose com-
puter in effect becomes a special purpose computer once
it is programmed to perform particular functions pursuant
to instructions from program software." Id. at 1348 (nter-
nal quotation marks omitted). Thus, the term "means for
assigning" required an algorithmic structure when "a
computer" or "microprocessor" performed the function of
"assigning."

*9 WMS Gaming and its progeny are inapplicable to this
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case. Here, the specified function is not performed
through interaction of a programmed computer with ex-
ternal elements using the computer's inpulouþut func-
tionalþ (i.e, assigning numbers for rotating reels of a slot
machine). Instead, the "control means" interacts with
workspace data structures that are part of a program of
code that is executable on a computer and performance of
the specified function is not carried out though a com-
puter's inpulouþut functionality. This understanding is
reinforced by claim 11, which adds the "input means"
limitation and provides for interaction of the executable
program with a user, which would involve a computer's
inpulouçut fu nctionality.

Thus, the "means" specified in the patents calls for struc-
fire within the executable program that interacts with the
workspace data structure in essentially switching between
fust and second workspace displays. Accordingly, IPI is
correct that the corresponding structure for the "control
means" Iimitations does not require an algorithmic struc-
ture as dictated by IVMS Gaming. It is, of course, the user
who makes a selection of workspace displays through the
use of a pointer control device (such as a mouse). Thus,
the "control means" must necessarily be those program
components that facilitate the user's selection of a work-
space. The mechanism for user selection of workspaces,
via the pointer control device, are the displayed pop-up
menus and icons. However, rather than being merely the
displayed "pop up menus and icons," the structure actu-
ally interacting with the user-guided pointer control de-
vice is the corresponding code creating the interactive
menus and icons. Therefore, the structure recited in the
specification for the "control means" terms is "executable
computer code implementing selectable graphical user
interface pop-up menus and icons and equivalents."

"dìsplay object means"

Claims I and24 of the '412 patent contain the limitation
"display object means for generating [a] display object."
Additionally, claims 21, 38, 49, 56, and 59 of the'412
patgnt contain the limitation "display object means for
generating a pluralþ of display objects." Defendants first
argue that the term is indefinite because it fails to identiff
an "algorithmic" structure under ílMS Gaming for a "dis-
play object means for generating."

Generally, if the specification merely states a computer or
microprocessor performs the claimed function, the speci-
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fication does not disclose adequate structure and the claim
is indefmite. Aristocrat Techs. Austl. Ptv Ltd. v. Int'l
Game Tech., 521 F.3d 1328. 1333-34 (Fed.Cv.2008)
(holding claim indefinite, as the specification did not dis-
close sufficient structure where disclosure stated one of
ordinary skill in the art could program a computer with
"appropriate programming" to perform a "control means"
function); Fisínar Corp. v. The DirecTV Group. Inc.. 416
F.Supp.2d 512. 518 (E.D.Tex.2006) (Clark, J.) (holding
claim that included "database editing means ... for gener-
ating ... and embedding ..." limitation was indefinite
where the specification merely restated that software per-
formed the recited function); Gobelli Research Ltd. v.

Apple Comouter. Inc.. 384 F.Supp.2d 1016. 1022-23

G.D.Tex.2005) (Ward, J.) (holding claim indefinite
where patentee's proposed structure of "a microprocessor
running a procedure call that sets aside resources, such as

a memory area" did not set forth an algorithm for per-
forming the claimed "reallocating processing resources as

a function of task priority" function); see also Biomedino
LLC v. Waters Techs.. Inc., 490 F.3d 946. 953
(Fed.Cir.2007) (holding that claim that included "control
means for automatically operating said valving" limitation
was indef¡nite, as the specification merely disclosed a

diagram with a box labeled "control" and a stated the in-
vention "may be controlled automatically by known dif-
ferential pressure, valving and control equipment"). Simi-
larly, the specification does not disclose sufficient struc-
ture if it simply describes the outcome of the claimed
function and does not disclose a computer programmed to
execute a particular algorithm. Aristocrat Techs.. 521
F.3d at 1334-35.

*10 Both parties point to the same portion of the specih-
cation to support their respective positions. That portion
provides:

The term "display system object" is deltned herein to
mean the means within an object-based display system
for providing a corresponding independent display ob-
ject set, meaning that the display system object pro-
vides the visible features of each of the display objects
in that display object set and receives and responds to
user signals relating to those display objects.

'412 Pafent at 8:22-27. The specification goes on to pro-
vide that a display system object may include "one or
more data structures and a number of procedures" and
that "[a] display system object is one instance of the more
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general term signal source, meaning any means for gener-
ating data that a user can perceive." Id. at 8:28-45. Defen-
dants essentially argue that because this explanation of
"display system object" is not an algorithm, that the
means-plus-function term must be indefmite. IPI argues
that "display objects" have a very particular meaning to
those skilled in the art and that meaning along with the
defurition of "display system object" is sufficient to
communicate structure to one skilled in the art. See Ztrn-
merTnan Decl., Docket No. 82-4 at '!l 6 (noting that the
term "object" refers to a data structure thal can be ma-
nipulated).

Defendants respond that the Federal Circuit has recently
proclaimed that "[a] patentee cannot avoid providing
specifrcity as to structure simply because someone of or-
dinary skill in the art would be able to devise a means to
perform the claimed function." Blackboard. Inc. v. De-
sire2Learn. Inc., --F.3d ---.2009 WL 2215107 at *I4
(Fed.Cir. July 27. 2009). However the issue tn Black-
board is far removed from the one presented here. In
Blackboard, the plaintiff argued that an algorithmic
means-plus-function claim was not indef,rnite because "a
person skilled in the art could readily fashion a computer
based means for performing the claimed function." 1d
The Blackboard court instructed that

"[t]he correct inquiry is to look at the disclosure of the
patent and determine if one of skill in the art would
have understood that disclosure to encompass software
for [the claimed function] and been able to implement
such a program, not simply whether one of skill in the
art would have been able to write such a software pro-
gram ... It is not proper to look to the knowledge of one
skilled in the art apart from and unconnected to the dis-
closure of the patent."

1d (quoting Med. Instrumentation & Diagnostics Corp. v.

Elekta AB. 344 F3d 1205. t2t2 (.Fed.C[.2003\). Thus,
the relevant inquiry is whether there is enough of a disclo-
sure in the specification to allow one skilled in the art to
understand the disclosure encompassed a structure for a

"display object means" that performed the function of
"generating display objects."

When read by one skilled in the art, the specification pro-
vides that a "display system object," an "objecf' being
understood as a tool for data manipulation, creates "dis-
play objects," which have their own specific meaning in
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the context of the patent. The specification goes on to
explain that this tool may include "one or more data struc-
tures and a number ofprocedures, and a data structure and
procedure such as an editor or other application could be
called on by more than one display system object." '412
Patent at 8:28-32. This language does not connote merely
function, but structure. Defendants' main complaint with
this language seems to be that it does not describe particu-
lar code for implementing the "generation" function.
However, that level of specificity is not required in a
means-plus-function limitation in order to save its valid-
ity . See Biomedino. 490 F .3d at 950 ("While the specifica-
tion must contain structure linked to claimed means, this
is not a high bar: all one needs to do in order to obtain the
benefit of [8 112, tf 6] is to recite some structure core-
sponding to the means in the specification, as the statute
states, so that one can readily ascertain what the claim
means and comply with the particularity requirement of [$
112,1I2.") (internal quotation marks omitted). As with
the term "control means," the "display object means" is
not carried out through a computer's input-ouþut func-
tionality. Rather, the "display object means" is yet another
module within the executable code described within en-
tirety of the patent. The function of this code is to gener-
ate display objections. Given the understood meaning of
"object" within the art, disclosure of a "display system
object" provides sufficient structure for the claimed func-
tionality.

*11 Finally, Defendants have not provided any evidence
that one skilled in the art would not understand that a

"display system object" is a structure with an understand-
able scope. This lack of evidence is further reinforced by
Defendants' alternative argument that a "display system
object" and only a "display system object" is sufficient
structure for the performed function. Thus, Defendants
have failed to carry their burden ofproving indefuriteness
by clear and convincing evidence, and the Court denies
Defendants' motion for summary judgment.

However, IPI further contends that "display object
means" also must have a structure that provides a link to
workspace data structure. For this proposition IPI points
to language in claim I of the '412 patent that specif,res a

"display object means for generating frst and second dis-
play objects; the first workspace datq structure being
linked to the display object means so that the first display
object is in the respective set of dßplay objects oftheJìrst
worl<space." '412 Patenl at 45:47-50 (emphasis added).
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IPI argues that this language comprises part of the func-
tion of a "display object means," and thus requires a cor-
responding structure. However, the language is clearly not
tied to the function of "display object means" for several
reasons. First, it is physically separated from the means-
plus-fi.rnction claim language, "display object means for
generating fust and second display objects," with a semi-
colon. Moreover, the next paragraph of the claim defuring
the "control means" limitation teaches a "control means
for accessing the f,ust workspace ...; the control means
further being for accessing the second workspace." 1d.

45:55-59. The use of the phrase "further being for" al-
Iowed the patentee to distinguish the additional function-
ality of a "control means" from an additional limitation.
Such language is absent in the limitations following the
"display object means" limitation. Additionally, other
claims besides claim I recite a "display object means for
generating" without the additional language that IPI pro-
poses is inherent to the function of "display object
means." See, e.9.,'4l2Patent at 56:16-17 (Claim 59).

Finally, in attempting to define the corresponding struc-
ture for the proposed "linking" function of the "display
object means" limitation, IPI references statements in the
specification indicating that a "display system object" has
the ability to "link" to workspaces. See'412 Patent al Ab-
stract ("a display system object can be linked to several
workspaces by a placemenf'). The specification further
provides that a "window registration system" can work
with a "display system objecf' to generate a display ob-
ject. See id. at 33:9-23. Because of these references, IPI
suggests that the structure for "display object means"
should include "window systems and/or user invoked file
procedures and/or window registration systems and/or
placements and their equivalents."

*12 However, none of these examples are firmly con-
nected to the claims' use of "display object means for
generating." In fact, as the above examples suggest, the
"display system object" creates "display objects," while
other systems may support or add to its function. The ad-
ditional structures are not clearly linked to the generation
of "display objects," and thus IPI's additional proposed
structure is rejected. See Texas Digital Svs.. Inc. v.

Telegenix. Inc.. 308 F3d 1193. 1208 (.Fed.Ctr.2002)
("Structure disclosed in the specification is "correspond-
ing" structure only ifthe specification or prosecution his-
tory clearly links or associates that structure to the func-
tion recited in the claim.") (internal quotation marks omit-
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ted). Accordingly, the "display object means" limitations
have a function of "generating a [plurality ofl display
object[s]" and a corresponding structure of a "display
system object and its equivalents."

"memoryt'

Claims 1 and 8 of the '5 12 patent contain the term "mem-
ory." IPI contends that the term is entitled to its ordinary
meaning. Defendants contend that the term should be re-
stricted to "primary memory in a computer." The parties
agree that the neither the specification nor the claims pro-
vide any guidance regarding the specific type of memory
required by the claims. To support its limitation of "mem-
ory" to primary memory, Defendants urge that the techni-
cal defurition of "memory" refers only to "primary mem-
ory" as distinguished from "secondary" storage. .See Pren-
tice Hall's Illustrated Dictionary of Computing (1992) at
280. On the other hand, IPI suggests that the technical
meaning of "memory" does not limit it solely to primary
memory. .See Oxford Dictionary of Computing (4th
ed.1996) at299 (defning "memory" as "a device or me-
dium that can retain information for subsequent re-
trieval").

Considering that the type of memory used to practice the
claims is neither central to their scope or the context of
the invention, importing an additional limitation of "pri-
mary" memory from discordant dictionary defuritions is
improperly limiting and unhelpful to the jury. See Home
Diagnostics. 381 F.3d at 1358 (.Fed.Cir.2004\ ("Absent a

clear disavowal or contrary definition in the specification
or the prosecution history, the patentee is entitled to the
full scope of its claim language."). Defendants' proposed
definition is rejected. The term "memory" is entitled to its
ordinary meaning, and no further defurition is necessary.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court interprets the claim
language in this case in the manner set forth above. Fur-
thermore, Defendants' motion for summary judgment re-
garding the'4l2patent is DENIED. For ease of reference,
the Court's claim interpretations are set forth in Appendix
A.

So ORDERED.
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APPENDIXA

U.S. Patent Nos. 5,072,412;5,394,521; and 5,533,183

Disputed Claim Term Court's Construction

a ... request [AGREED]-a demand invoked by a signal

a ... signal [AGREED]-plain and ordinary meaning, an elechical quantity
that can be used to transmit information. An example of such a

signal is the quantity or value generated by a mouse or key-
board when a button is pressed.

container [AGREED]-display object which may contain other display
objects within its boundaries

display object [AGREED]-visually distinguishable display feature or set of
feature which is coherent, in the sense of sticking together in a

display

display system [AGREED]-system for managing or controlling a display

lcon [AGREED]-display object that does not have the characteristic
of distinct internal locations, but which is relatively small and

visually suggestive of its function

location sensitive [AGREED]-such that a user selectable display feature within it
may be selected by user signals indicating the location of that
feature

perceptible as a miniature door [AGREED]-a switching display object which looks like a

miniature door

tool [AGREED]-any user interface object, including display objects,
audible objects or entities, mechanical gesturing objects, tactile
objects or objects providing any other signal perceptible by the
user

tool display object [AGREED]-visually distinguishable display feature or set of
features which is coherent, in the sense of sticking together in a
display

workspace [AGREED]-display system entity that includes a collection of
display objects together with spatial display relations between
them

appears to the user to be the same tool

'4l2Patenf Claim 9-10

recognized as the same tool, even if the objects have some dif-
ferent display characteristics, includin g different positions,
sizes. and contexts

control means for accessing ... workspace data structure to This is a means-plus-function limitation
cause the display to present the ... workspace (including
control means "further being for," as specified)

Function: accessing ... workspace data structure to cause the
display to present the ... workspace (including control means

"further being for," as specified)

'4l2Pafent Claims l,8-10, 19
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Structure: executable computer code implementing selectable
graphical user interface pop-up menus and icons and equiva-
lents

control means for accessing the ... workspace data struc-
ture and the ... linking data structure to cause the display
object means to generate the ... display object when the
workspace is presented (including control means "further
being for," as specified)

'4l2Patent Claim 38 Function: accessing the ... workspace data structure and the ...

linking data structure to cause the display object means to gen-
erate the ... display object when the workspace is presented (in-
cluding control means "further being for," as specified)

Structure: executable computer code implementing selectable
graphical user interface pop-up menus and icons and equiva-
lents

Control means for causing the display to present a ... set of This is a means-plus-function limitation
the display objects (including control means "further being
for," as specified)

' 412 Palr;nr. Claims 49. 52. 56 Function: causing the display to present a ... set ofthe display
objects (including control means "further being for," as speci-
fied)

Structure: executable computer code implementing selectable
graphical user interface pop-up menus and icons and equiva-
lents

display

' 412 Patent Claims 1, 8- I 0, 19, 21, 24, 38, 44, 49, 56, 59

'521 Patent Claims l, 8

'l 83 Patent claims l, 3, 12

device that can be attached to a computer in order to present
images

display object means for generating [a] display object

'412 PafentClaims 1, 8-10, 19, arad 24

This is a means-plus-function limitation

Function: generating [a] display object
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Structure: display system object and its equivalents

display object means for generating a plurality of display This is a means-plus-function limitation
objects

' 412 Patent Claims 21, 38, 44, 49, 52, 56, 59 Function: generating a plurality of display objects

Structure: display system object and its equivalents

input means for receiving signals from a user This is a means-plus-function limitation

' 412 Patenf Claims 21, 24, 49, 52, 56, 59 Function: receiving signals from a user

Structure: a keyboard, mouse, or other pointer control device,
and their equivalents

not including a display object that is perceptible as the not including a display object that it recognized as the same

same tool display object, even if the objects have some different display
characteristics, including different positions, sizes, and contexts

'4l2PatentClaim l9

perceptible as the same display object

'4l2Patent Claim 8

recognized as the same display object, even ifthe objects have
some different display characteristics, including different posi-
tions, sizes, and contexts

perceptible as the same tool

'4l2Patent Claim l, 8-10, 19, 21,24,38,44,49,56,59

'183 Patent Claims 1, 3

'527 Patent Claims l, 8

recognized as the same tool, even if the objects have some dif-
ferent display characteristics, including different positions,
sizes. and contexts

workspace data structure

'4l2Patent Claim l, 8-10, 19, 21,24,38,44

'52l PatentClaim I

no construction necessary, see defurition of "workspace"

memory
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'521 PatentClaim 1.8

workspace data

'521 Patent Claim 8

no construction necessary, see definition of "workspace"

user input device for receiving signals from a user a keyboard, mouse, or other pointer control device

'183 Patent Claims 1, 3

E.D.Tex.,2009.
IP Innovation, LLC v. Red Hat, Inc.
Slip Copy, 2009 WL2460982 (E.D.Tex.)
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